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Abstract

This C-paper looks at Pierce Brown’s book Red Rising. The first book of a two trilogy series set in a

dystopian future where humankind has terraformed other planets and moons. The paper explains the

ways in which Red Rising handles class, and classism through a Marxist lens. Through this lens this

paper discusses how the society was due a revolution, and the factors that played a role in it. As Marx

believes all lower classes will one day realize the oppression they are under and revolt against the

bourgeoisie to create a classless system. The paper briefly looks at the societies from Plato’s The

Republic as well as Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World.
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Sammanfattning

Denna C-uppsats kommer att studera Pierce Browns bok Red Rising. Den första boken i en serie med

två trilogier som utspelar sig i en dystopisk framtid där mänskligheten har utvecklat andra planeter

och månar så att det går att bo på dem. Uppsatsen diskuterar hur Red Rising hanterar klass och

klassicism genom en marxistisk lins. Genom denna lins kommer denna uppsats också att diskutera att

det var dags för underklassen att leda en revolt. Som Marx påstodd så kommer alla lägre klasser en

dag att inse det förtryck de är under och göra uppror mot överklassen för att skapa ett klasslöst

system. För att fastställa detta tittar uppsatsen också kort på samhällena från Platons The Republic

samt Aldous Huxleys Brave New World.
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Introduction

Pierce Brown’s Red Rising (2014) series is a set of books that take place roughly in

the third millennia, with a single government reigning throughout our solar system.

It is split into two trilogies, the first is The Red Rising Trilogy, where the revolution,

and uprising, takes place. The next three books are set 10 years after the third book.

This is the Iron Gold trilogy. In the later trilogy the reader sees the Solar System in

the midst of a war in defense of a new standing government that rose from the

revolution of the first trilogy, where Brown critiques the merits of that new society by

seeing how it handles social, political and economic issues alongside the ongoing war

to defend it.

This paper will focus on the first book in the Red Rising series, titled Red

Rising. The novel provides a great deal in regards to the finer details of the

protagonist's lower class, and shows the education of the ruling class and the

underlying philosophy that makes them operate the way that they do. Red Rising also

shows the education of the ruling class and the underlying philosophy that makes

them operate the way that they do. Through this it demonstrates how the reality

within the story contradicts the society's supposed philosophy. The aim of this paper

is to read Red Rising and to explain the factors that lead to the revolution, by

analysing the social structures and constructions of class in the novel by using a

Marxist perspective.

My thesis is that the Gold society in Red Rising was indeed ripe for a

revolution because of the continuation of mistreatment of the other Colors as well as

their willingness to consider change. I will investigate this by looking at the society’s

strengths and weaknesses as a government, their philosophy, history, its current state

and its injustices, and overall false consciousness that allowed them to continue their

reign for a long period. This will begin by exploring the similarities between the Red

Rising’s society and that of two other well-known fictional societies. For example by

engaging with the Greek philosopher Plato’s Republic (c375 BC) and Aldous Huxley’s

Brave New World (1932). Other aspects will also be considered, such as how political

power operates in the real world and how this intertwines with Marxist theory, as
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well as how those play into Red Rising’s universe. This will help inform the

understanding as to how the system of governance in the book is detailed and a

conclusion can be made on whether the Gold society was ripe for a revolution or not.

I will begin by giving a very short background to some central notions that I

draw on in my analysis. I will then discuss how the Gold class maintain power in the

Red Rising society, followed by the signs that they are starting to lose the control they

crave. Finally, there will be a brief conclusion.

Background

Before looking at Red Rising it is important to clearly define how this paper is looking

at the term “classism”. The word “class” can be difficult to define as it is used in

several different matters. In this paper the term “class” can be said to refer to

divisions in society, as explained by the principal lecturer in English, Gary Day in his

book Class (2). In this particular paper the Merriam-Webster’s dictionary definition

has been used where it describes classism as follows; “the systemic oppression of the

lower class and middle class to the advantage of the upper class.” As such this paper

will also be looking at the treatment of the lower classes of Red Rising and how these

have been treated through the timeline the readers get familiar with in the first book

of the series.

Karl Marx believed that having economic power motivated all social and

political activities (Tyson 51), and this is just the case with the Gold society in Red

Rising. This is no surprise as science fiction and Marxism go hand in hand, as the

world-building in the genre of science fiction is built on reflecting on possible

trajectories societies can follow depending on the material conditions humanity may

be put under (Bould and Miéville 4). Whether it is a key event such as an alien

invasion, new technology like faster than light travel or simply a current political

situation in the author's lifetime being pushed to its extreme, such concepts look at

how these events and technologies would affect humanity materialistically, politically

and culturally. Examples being how an alien invasion could turn humanity into a

militarized and xenophobic society, or how faster than light travel allowed a single

government to govern multiple star systems. The how and why things are the way
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they are in these stories is, to me, a core attribute to how Marxist theory approaches

the real world, breaking down what leads society to what it is and where it could go

from an observable, materialist perspective. Closer to treating society and its systems

more as a science. More so, Marxism often looks at the liberation of a society from

oppression (Tyson 52) and this is the main arc that takes place in Brown’s Red

Rising.

Plato’s The Republic provides one of the more prominent parallels to the Red

Rising society. In The Republic, Plato idealized a society named the Kallipolis,

roughly translated to the Beautiful City, with its citizenry consisting of three classes

(171). The lowest class, named the Producers, were the people educated and trained

to provide the resources essential to society’s function such as agriculture. The next

class, the Auxiliaries are further trained to protect the people via military action and

lastly there is the ruling class, the Guardians, otherwise called philosopher-kings who

are further trained from selected Auxiliaries to lead society (121). Each class is

labelled after a particular metal, these are the minds of bronze and iron for the

Producers, silver for the Auxiliaries and gold for the Guardians. This is a label given

to each citizen of this society according to Plato’s noble lie, otherwise called the Myth

of Metals (122). The lie that all must be taught to believe, that all people are a specific

composition of one of these metals within their minds and souls, that they could be

from any family (122).

The lie is designed to help them believe in it unquestioningly. The people are

made to respect that a Golden mind may have a child who is of Iron and vice versa as

they “all are of the same original stock” (122). This leads to an interesting aspect of

the Kallipolis, that the metal that a person is attributed to, is not given through

birthright, but through a child's character, and in the education that best suits their

personality traits. In other words the ‘metal’ people are born with is to be discovered

through ability in Plato’s theoretical and rather meritocratic society.

Plato considers determining a citizen's ability and moral compass to be

important when selecting good leadership to further benefit the state. To be

considered to become a Guardian from Auxiliary, through a process to best determine

their moral character and intellect “there must be a selection. Let us note among the

guardians those who in their whole life show the greatest eagerness to what is for the
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good of their country” (120) and continue to have them “watched at every age, in

order that we may see whether they preserve their resolution” (120).

Since the conception of the society in Red Rising, it has relied on hierarchy to

keep its power. Brown’s society is made up of fourteen classes otherwise called

Colors, but similarly to the three classes from The Republic they are grouped into

three categories, which consists of highColors, midColors and lowColors. These three

categories are of similar nature to that of Plato’s. The lowest class in Red Rising are

the Reds, manual laborers and miners comparable to the lowest class in Plato’s

society and at the top we find the Golds, the rulers of the society, who parallel Plato's

Guardians in regards to their purpose and titles. This system was implemented in the

Red Rising society to indicate different peoples' job-roles as humanity spread to the

moon and eventually the other planets in our solar system. This was due to how

colonies had to be efficient in order to function, much like in reality when sending out

expeditions to remote corners of the world, or to space. Everyone in such situations is

recruited for a specific set of skills for the tasks at hand, as Dancer, one of the leaders

of the revolution, would say “every set of lungs must have a purpose” (69). In Red

Rising’s case, this was done in order so that they could survive the harsh conditions

of space colonization and from that a culture surrounding the concept of these Colors

grew.

This practice only solidified when they began to genetically alter the

populations to better adapt to the new environments. This proved effective in such a

culture as it made the people more effective for their given roles. They eventually

went so far as to genetically code their color markers into their eyes and hair to better

distinguish people from each other, creating physical distinctions beyond that of a

uniform. As humanity continued to spread through the Solar System in Red Rising,

these colonies outgrew the governments they originated from. In this instance, it is

Earth itself. The new humans sought independence, forming a new government with

their political center being on the moon, also known as Luna in the series. This new

government was legitimized after a successful war campaign against Earth called The

Conquering, leading to a mass genocide of the remaining naturally born humans.

The Golds would prefer for us to forget our history. And most of us have, or
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were never taught it. But I know how Gold rose to power hundreds of years

ago. They call it the Conquering. They butchered any who contested them.

Massacred cities, continents. Not many years ago, they reduced an entire

world to ash--Rhea. The Ash Lord nuked it to oblivion. (Brown 63)

This illustrates how the society in Red Rising, in regards to its founding, was violent

and how that violence weaved into how they maintain their power. They use a,

somewhat, heroic word to describe what they have done so as to promote themselves

further. However, some shame can be seen as they, at least to the lower colors, do not

teach this part of history any more. They may be trying to come across as benevolent

leaders, but not everyone agrees, and they suffer the consequences for their violent

approaches to controlling this romanticized narrative.

From this point on, with no rival to their supremacy, these new, genetically

engineered humans are now able to govern the Solar System however they see fit.

Allowed to write history to fit their needs. Adapting their populations further with

more genetic engineering and breeding programs. With this, the issue now grows

within the society in regards to individual’s social mobility, unlike the meritocratic

system idealized in Plato’s Republic where everyone is recruited based on their

abilities, people are now born to their Color, both in the very color of their hair and

eyes but also in their physical ability for that role allowing the class distinction to

solidify. Since Colors are born with these markers and attributes there is no question

to what class they belong to, and so the education required for each class is

specialized, meaning not only are classes physically differentiated but also

educationally. And this is the current state of Gold society.

Maintaining Power

The Golds utilize several tactics to keep their grip on the Solar System. Using a wide

variety of tricks, to do this they have what is called the Board of Quality Control,

where they design their means of keeping the Colors of this society complacent.

Ranging from how they educate different Colors, control information they are given

in day to day life, develop culture within these Colors and what each Color is
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permitted to do.

The Colors are physically engineered for their roles but are mentally similar

across all Colors. At least in regards to their thinking ability so education for the

Colors is required, unlike Huxley’s society where Epsilons are engineered to be

mentally incapable of doing much more than the simplest tasks, even struggling with

language and speaking ability. In Huxley's Brave New World, this was done to fully

condition each caste to their function in Huxley’s society.

“But in Epsilons,” said Mr. Foster very justly, “we don’t need human

Intelligence.”

Didn’t need and didn’t get it. But though the Epsilon mind was mature at ten,

the Epsilon body was not fit to work till eighteen. (Huxley 8)

Huxley shows here that the society designs people to fit the purposes of the world

they live in. This is similar to how Brown has portrayed the way the society works in

Red Rising. In some respects, if it were not for the intentionally modified physical

attributes of the Colors, Gold society would be closer to Plato’s system, but this is also

where Brown’s world differs again as each Color is educated differently to

accommodate their role. An example of this would be how Red’s do not need

education in military command to mine resources and never will because they are

born for mining in this society’s eyes. Unlike Golds, who are educated in how to

command armies and fleets, how to govern cities, continents and planets and are

granted ownership and authority over everything the lower classes produce and

require to live. These opportunities are not granted necessarily through merit, but

birthright. That opportunity being inherited only to the ruling class is yet another

corruption of Plato’s government, who idealized discovering one's ability to command

through education not inheritance, as seen below:

But as all are of the same original stock, a golden parent will sometimes

have a silver son, or a silver parent a golden son. And God proclaims as

a first principle to the rulers, and above all else, that there is nothing

which should so anxiously guard, or of which they are to be such good
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guardians, as of the purity of the race. They should observe what elements

mingle in their off spring; for if the son of a golden or silver parent

has an admixture of brass and iron, then nature orders a transposition

of ranks, and the eye of the ruler must not be pitiful towards the child

because he has to descend in the scale and become a husbandman or

artisan, just as there may be sons of artisans who having an admixture of

gold or silver in them are raised to honour, and become guardians

or auxiliaries. (Plato 129-130)

Showing here is the difference between The Republic and Red Rising. While Plato

writes that a child can be born of a different metal mind than that of its parents, and

as such move away from its parents path, Brown writes that a child will always be the

color it was born into.

Similar to feudal society, Colors inherit their professions with little education

beyond what is needed for that profession (Day 8). And so it goes, much like the myth

of kings ordained by God, the Gold class inherit their privileges and rights to rule.

Couple this with the fact they are kept illiterate, similarly to the Epsilon caste in

Huxley’s works, this is likely so that they may not learn from sources that are outside

of Gold control, that can educate them of their situation, ensuring they are only

educated in what helps their Color fulfill their purpose. Reading is not entirely

necessary for them according to the Gold society, so why bother.

The social inheritance can be compared to the real world upper, middle and

working-class, where the accumulated wealth is handed down to the next generation.

This then plays a role in keeping people in their positions in the social hierarchy. The

key difference is that wealth can technically be attained by anyone in the real world, a

billionaire can technically have their wealth and status given or taken away, and the

receivers can become members of the owning class, as the wealth is a product

detached from the actual person. Whereas Gold society takes it to the extreme by

genetically engineering their class system into each individual's physical being,

meaning no matter how capable a leader an Orange Engineer may actually be, they

may as well be of another species. In other words, to go beyond the Color someone is

born into, could be considered in this society to be “unnatural” as they do not have
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the physical traits that would optimize them for the job and this is the core myth of

Gold society. The myth that because one is physically built for their role, that must be

their purpose in society and that it is detrimental to society to try otherwise despite

the fact that it was those in power who engineered them in the first place.

The engineered evolution stunts human growth, and further corrupts this

society. As unfortunately for lower Colors there is a hard limit, while there are

different jobs within the constraints of a Color, if you are a Green programmer, you

can not hope to become a Green fleet commander, typically a Gold position. So if all

Greens are subject to a certain quality of life, that could be considered as inhumane, it

is impossible to consider they have much responsibility for their situation as there is

no opportunity to improve their quality of life. And the same can be said about Golds,

seeing as inheriting wealth and prestige or vice versa is a concept within the Gold

class. But as Lewis and McCain point out in Red Rising and Philosophy: Break the

Chains (7), this also means that humanity can not develop as it should, as not all

avenues of life are available to everyone. Instead they have only a degree of

responsibility to themselves, such as ensuring they eat the food they have access to,

but if they are only offered a certain quality of food they can not be responsible for the

effects of that diet. But for the majority of the Golds, it could be argued it is a

situation of disenfranchisement to be told they are the top of the hierarchy, yet are

not selected for the prestigious institute to become someone deserving of being the

highest caste of Gold. In a great deal of respects they suffer from marginalization in a

sense closer to capitalist society today where they are in a position of dealing with

nepotism and corruption yet are fed the idea that it is more a problem with their work

ethic than anything systemic. In some respects when considering that notion,

capitalism exists within this society, but has been broken up into isolated pockets

depending on the Color, and the overall concept of owning private property appears

largely to exist among the highColors alone.

Political Myths

When it comes to myths, even well-educated people sometimes believe things that

may not be real. Apolte and Müller (1) discuss these political myths in their paper,

such as how kings in feudal society were supposedly chosen by God. It is clear to see
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in Red Rising that people from all classes believe in myths regarding the Golds,

furthering the system of oppression. From here it is noticeable how the foundation is

built for an oppressive regime. As mentioned above, there is a naturalised order born

through the system of being born to one's Color. To go against it is unnatural. But this

change alone is not enough. They also educate and inform all Colors differently to suit

the class they belong to through propaganda.

A central example of propaganda in Red Rising is how the Red miners are told

that they are pioneers, somewhere far from society. Their role is underground where

they never see the surface, they are told constantly that the surface is barren, that

their efforts go towards terraforming it using the resource they mine for. This

explains why Red communities do not try to leave, considering that in their minds,

there is nothing to leave to. This idea that they are brave pioneers of a new world,

saving humanity from a dying Earth allows them to suffer a number of abuses and

injustices as they are made to believe resources are scarce and Earth is desperate, and

that they are the brave heroes there to save humanity. This is an effective means of

exploitation through the use of misinformation. It allows them to suffer at the hands

of a harsh justice system, to have poor living conditions and be fed the bare

minimum. This, inturn, causes a perception that Reds even look as low as they are in

the hierarchy, especially when comparing to Golds or any other Colors permitted to

live in better living conditions. Thus allowing a degree of marginalization from all the

classes above them.

Red Rising symbols and different representations permeate throughout its

society. Kang (1) notes that ideology is a system of different representations, such as

images and concepts. This can be seen not just to the lowColors, but also for the

Golds themselves. As Golds need to believe the myth as much as the lower classes.

This is done in a number of ways, one simple example being the upper classes being

called Gold. Gold is a precious metal famously considered around the world as a

marker for prestige, wealth and fashion. So to call the ruling class Gold in the context

of how human culture sees gold as a symbol of high achievement is again to use this

symbol as the false connection that they are the best of society, and that somehow

they have earned it.

Other representations and symbols can be seen through what Golds are
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permitted to own, while others are not. GravBoots for instance, are described as

allowing the highColors to fly above the cities, with a comparable image of the Greek

deity Hermes or the Roman Mercury. This has an effect on our main protagonist

Darrow when he first sees them. In fact he claims that the gravBoots are carrying

them around like Gods. "Men and women fly. They shimmer Gold and Silver. Those

are the only Colors I see in the sky. Their gravBoots carry them about like gods, the

technology so much more graceful than the clumsy gravBoots our keepers wear in the

mines.” (Brown 67) As hinted at in this quote, this is a common sight throughout the

city, meaning the image is always conjured when a lower Color looks up at the sky.

GravBoots are permitted to all classes where needed, but are made to be far less

elegant in how they operate, likely by design to ensure they do not compare to when a

Gold uses them. Golds have also been engineered to be considerably taller than most

other Colors, they are made to resemble characters of Greek and Roman mythology,

this is to ensure that others are intimidated by their stature upon meeting them. This

helps enforce the myth that they are fit to govern where others can not, considering

that they give off a physical presence of strength. The higher up Golds encourage all

the lower Colors to be intimidated or awed by them for that purpose, to perpetuate

the myth.

This feeds into a false consciousness that allows for Colors to not recognize the

inequality of such a system, as it is hard to contest the idea when they are physically

built to do what they have been made to do. Perhaps one could consider how a Red

may feel when thinking they could be a soldier, only to see an Obsidian who towers

above them holding a weapon as large as the tallest Red. At face value, it is easy to

understand why a Red could accept their place when it only takes a glance to see why

they are not assigned to the role of soldier. But it is false because, as previously

stated, this naturalized class system was born from genetic engineering and breeding

programs, not evolution nor divine intervention. Yet it is still believed due to the fact

that all Colors are given the impression that they are born for their purpose, because

of this there is no reason as to why the Golds would be any different.

Oppressive Nature

Both Capitalism and Gold society wish to inject the myth that the natural order is the
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system. But the Gold society takes this naturalisation further with making one's

physical being an indicator of their place and can go no further. This can be

considered a key difference between the systems. In a capitalist society, the myth is

the idea that anyone can get rich if they work hard enough. This allows for the

working class to first believe the wealthy earned it and second, that it is not the

system that is to blame for their situation, instead that it is down to their work ethic.

This can be seen in the myth of the “American Dream” (Tyson 56). Golds can

therefore avoid this problem almost entirely, at least for the proletariat, since there is

no way for Colors to move up, or down in society. The Colors of this world are not

enlightened to the possibility of false promises that would be seen in capitalism, such

as the concept of the “American Dream”. This is due to the fact that there was no

promise beyond fulfilling their purpose as their inherited Color to begin with.

Just by observing the general structure of Red Rising’s society a parallel can be

drawn to Young’s (9) argument that a system of oppression has formed in several

ways. Young believes that there are five faces of oppression; exploitation,

marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence. In Red Rising we

can see many of these. Take, for example, marginalization. Here the lower classes are

divided up into Colors, some better treated than others, better educated and some

treated as more important than others.

This goes even further when looking into caste systems within each Color,

where discrimination can be found within ones own Color. For example, Reds are

divided up into clans, where they are made to compete with each other to mine as

much as possible, to earn better rewards by a certain deadline called the Laurel. This

ensures Reds are busy competing with each other instead of coming together to

consider the root cause for their harsh living situation. The working class can not do

anything about it beyond dealing with a symptom of the system rather than its root.

In this case, their rival clans, or the Grey enforcers, due to the fact that they have

some degree of power to act on the Colors and clans they physically interact with. In

this instance, Greys become a symbol of oppression more so than the rarely seen

Golds, at least as far as the Reds are concerned. The Golds are bestowing the hard

earned rewards, while it is the Greys who give them a hard time when Reds start to

question authority or break any laws, which, as mentioned above, is an effective
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marginalization tactic that leads to discrimination.

The Golds are also playing other colors against each other. This allows the

upper class in Red Rising’s society to exploit the Reds effectively without too much

management. When Reds do take issue to this, such as when the society’s system of

always favoring one clan over the rest to stir further tribalism, does not work as

planned, the Golds utilize both marginalization and violence. For example, they use

Grey enforcers to use violence on their behalf to keep the population fearful and in

control. Causing Reds to see Greys as the enemy, as do the Greys see the Reds as

theirs. This is something I would argue is in line with Marxist view as to why the

Reds, among other Colors, have a hard time catching onto the real issues, as it could

be said there is no class consciousness due to the fact that the different communities

rarely speak to each other in a way that fosters friendly relationships (Day 25). And if

the working class is not educated to understand the power structure that keeps them

in their socioeconomic condition, they are put in a position of powerlessness.

The way in which higher classes can have a harmful impact on lower ones can

be seen in many ways in Red Rising. Pincus and Sokoloff (19) discuss the harmful

impact higher classes have on the lower, and this can be seen in many ways in Red

Rising. For example, when the Golds talk down to the lower classes and use

derogatory terms to alienate them from each other. Terms such as ‘Ruster’ (Brown

81) are used by most non-Reds in the society to belittle Reds, unifying the classes as

not Gold, but thankfully not Reds. This is similar to how the castes are kept separate

from each other in Brave New World.

Alpha children wear grey. They work much harder than we do, because

they’re so frightfully clever. I’m really awfully glad I’m a Beta, because I don’t

work so hard. And then we are much better than the Gammas and Deltas.

Gammas are stupid. They all wear green, and Delta children wear khaki. Oh

no, I don’t want to play with Delta children. And Epsilons are still worse.

(Huxley 16)

The repeated recordings, and encouraged behaviours, mentally conditions Beta

children to accept their place in society. They are told that their place in society is
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best for them. Beta children are taught that Alphas are above them in the hierarchy,

while Gammas, Deltas and Epsilon are below. The children are taught that all the

other classes have undesirable qualities of their own, and this gives them a degree of

comfort and acceptance in being placed where they are. Huxley shows that the people

of the society are conditioned to be proud of who they are. They are kept separate by

the colors of their clothes, so people know who not to socialize with. Brown, on the

other hand, has gone so far as to show what part of society the people are part of by

the color of their eyes and hair. Similarly to Brave New World, Red Rising tries to

keep the different classes apart from each other. They might not be of a higher class,

but thankfully, they are not lower either.

It also allows a degree of snobbery not just from Golds but other Colors. Much

like in current society with racism and xenophobia, Akala (46) compares that aspect

to how the upper classes rely on race being a factor to keep the working class from

unifying, so while white working class people are treated poorly they can say “at least

we’re not black” giving the white population a misrepresented solidarity with the

white ruling class. Thus allowing a degree of conformity for the majority, despite the

injustice.

Cracks Begin to Show

The tricks the Golds try to use do not always work, people are starting to see through

them. For instance, a big catalyst for the events to unfold in the book, is the

protagonist’s wife Eo. She talks about the idea that they are slaves more than

anything else. This gives the reader the impression that Reds are more class

conscious than the regime likely intended. Another indicator would be how the older

generation is shown to have little excitement to the possibility of winning the Laurel

and show little surprise when they do not win it. They seem aware of the unfairness of

the situation and have grown disenfranchised with the system, unlike our young

protagonist who was confident in the potential victory.

The older generations are waking up to the fact that there are injustices where

there should not exist any injustices (Gonçalves 4). This is later referenced in the

institute when Darrow notices how slaves only work with what they have been

instructed to work with, they have no reason to go beyond commands and take their
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own initiative, which can be viewed similarly to how the older Red workers seem to

not partake in the competition for the Laurel anymore. As they see no benefit going

beyond doing what they are told, they do not attempt to exceed as they see little point

in it, there is little reward for exceeding for both Red miners or Institute slaves.

The working class begins to lose its productivity, due to the result of the

injustice of a system that ensures them to lose interest in taking part. Why give to a

society that does not and will not give back in a meaningful way, after all, their labor

goes to someone else who benefits from it. It is only when in the institute, Darrow

creates a system where freedom is earned with a choice to join his ranks that he sees

people wishing to excel for his cause. After all, choice has been something Gold

society leaves little room for.

A Broken Filter

Another aspect of how the system struggles to hold up is how the Institute is

supposed to be a place where the best of the Golds can thrive and become a servant to

society. This is taken to such extremes where it begins with a fight to the death. A play

on forced Darwinism so to speak, something that is also noted by Lewis and McCain

(2), and how this is actually working against human nature rather than supporting it.

But as indicated by a proctor when introducing the institute, only a few Golds are

actually made to partake in this attempt at filtering out the best Golds, the vast

majority are never put through this process that is supposed to showcase why Golds

are at the top. This lends to discredit the Gold’s philosophy that their rulers earned

their right to rule.

Corruption drives several of the obstacles standing in the way of our

protagonist and other Golds. For instance, one of the antagonists in the story is

afforded every opportunity to thrive with the favor of corrupt overseers who provide

him with the tools to win whereas everyone else is actively put at a disadvantage by

these same people. This is a strong indicator to the flaws of the idea of bringing out

the best Golds, as now it has fallen into the traps of bribery and bias, antithetical to

the Gold myth. This is one of the examples of how Gold society as a whole has fallen

to corruption and nepotism when the institute extends to the rest of society in regards

to who rises to power. Golds are supposed to be at the top as a result of the fact that
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they are the best for the job. It is supposed to be meritocratic, but if others are put at

a disadvantage it becomes an unfair evaluation, and if this is where leaders of the

society graduate, that entails corrupt leadership. This is something which many Golds

are smart enough to notice, and see the injustice in. But as we see throughout the

story, breaking the rules is a culture encouraged by Golds, where cutthroat politics

means that a Gold was cunning enough to do something the others were not.

An example of this is the exam to enter the institute itself. Darrow sabotages

another participant by stealing her stylus and was met with a degree of approval from

an examiner. This culture of cutthroat politics has created an environment that in

many respects approves of manipulation over cooperation, encourages sabotaging

peers and most importantly, punishes empathy, which if one was to rule a people

seems required to ensure people's needs are met.

This is not to say all Golds are heartless. The heartless are merely given

permission to thrive (Zitelmann 167). When one considers this, not on the scale of the

institute, but the society, it is likely that Golds are too busy keeping or vying for power

amongst themselves rather than troubling themselves with the issues of the lower

classes or society as a whole, which is fertile ground for an increasingly

disenfranchised population.

A lasting contradiction for Golds is Darrow's existence in itself. He, as a Red,

was not just able to infiltrate the Golds, but thrive. More so, in view of the fact that he

has the cunning of what is required of Golds, but he also comes from a different

culture altogether where different values are encouraged that play a large part in how

he treats his peers and proves effective in rallying other Golds to his cause. This

pushes against the narrative that Reds are unfit for rule and that Gold values are the

only way to rule. And later in the series the process in which the protagonist

undergoes multiple surgeries and therapies to give him the physiology of a Gold,

actually gets used as propaganda to radicalize the other Colors. An effective tactic as

it introduced the idea to the proletariat that the “natural order” was a tool to justify

injustices that they have suffered, instead of some natural state of being. This

encourages the proletariat to consider the unfairness they have been subjected to, and

in turn consider a fairer society, they do not have to fully envision how such a society

would operate in regards to details such as how its economy would run or how its
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military would operate. What is important is that they are finding legitimacy in their

discontentment at the current government, this is where a class consciousness can

occur and as Marxist theory predicts can lead to an uprising.

Growing Cracks

The lower colors have been feeling for a decent amount of time that it is time for an

uprising. In fact, another character has already been put into play. He is discovered to

be a Red like Darrow, carved and placed to gain rank and power to help support a

revolution, unfortunately he takes a different, darker, approach to things than that of

Darrow and dies for it. However, what this does suggest is that individuals, like

Darrow, rising through the ranks as an undercover Red, has been an ongoing

operation for sometime, and would suggest other individuals rising like Darrow was

only a matter of time. Hinting at how large this operation truly was, how many are

involved and for how long. Alongside the instances of disenfranchisement seen in

Reds and Golds several elements are coming together to indicate how the members of

society are becoming increasingly aware of the injustice in Gold society, and it is

pushing people further and further into direct action. In later books there are even

Golds who seek reforms, though it is also suggested that plans exist to suppress said

reformers, regardless, it suggests discontent extends even to political figures of the

upper class. From what is explored, Brown’s opinions on class are inescapably about

how it breeds injustice and exploitation and how it hurts humanity as a whole. This

is, to me, a key point of Marxist theory that a fairer and more just society where

people live meaningful lives with work that gives purpose is an evolution set to allow

humanity to thrive, something this society is incapable of achieving at this point in

the story.

If Gold society’s philosophy was a myth, a Red, the supposedly least capable of

leadership, could not be made into a Gold. The lower colors would not be able to

qualify and graduate from the institute with flying colors nor would they aspire for

either. As while Darrow, Eo and Dancer had the bodies of Reds, they still found in

their minds aspirations for more, their physical traits did not affect this aspect of

their humanity. This engages with how harmful that myth is to propagate through the

characters discussed, including the upper class themselves, that is what Brown
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engages in with his story. It appears to explore how these injustices slowly start to

outweigh the efforts to justify them. It explores how environments of injustice breeds

discontent and fractures society from the inside and if not properly addressed, can

lead to a revolution. Dooming a society to crumble, long before any guns are fired.

This discrimination and discontentment is not exclusive to only the lower

Colors either, even among Gold society there are castes. They have a bottom of the

barrel group named “Pixies” who essentially boil down to being the spoiled side of

Golds, they live off of their heritage and do not involve themselves in politics of any

kind, they are therefore not regarded highly by the other Golds who thrive on their

own merits. Another poorly considered Caste are the ‘bronzies’, the poorer Golds who

are less noteworthy both in heritage and achievement. Noting on good and bad

heritage within the Gold castes, Zietlmann (164) discusses how not even the higher

classes can be blamed for their situation, especially not this new generation of the

upper class. They are in fact ‘undeserving profiteers’ of a system they did not create.

In Gold society, we see how through the unfortunate nature of inescapably inheriting

a place in society, one where their genetic makeup decides it for them, they have little

control over their situation, profiteer or not. Though they are given more options that

provide better rewards than their lowColor counterparts, they still have to be in a

certain position of leadership, high or low, often decided by Golds above them with

their own motives.

Of course Golds are not affected by this in the same way as other colors.

Despite how this may not apply to all within the Gold class, it could be argued that a

large portion of Golds deal with this issue as recruitment numbers for places like the

Institute are so low compared to the general population of Golds in the Solar System,

and would explain why Golds coined as Pixies choose not to engage at all. But luckily

for the Gold society’s industry, this issue only really occurs for Golds, much like the

capitalist class in the real world, they accumulate wealth and power through owning

labor, meaning they do not produce anything critical to the functioning of their

society, such as directly mining or farming goods themselves. This makes the issue of

Golds resisting or not partaking in society less impactful in the Red Rising universe as

it allows for society to operate regardless of any conflicting interests.
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The Start of a Revolution

Instead the threat to this society is if the other Colors abandon this ideology as Golds

heavily depend on each Color to do their job properly for the society to function.

Without Reds mining Helium-3, terraforming efforts slow to a crawl or stop

altogether, without Orange engineers, ships become unusable, without Browns, food

is not being produced and without Yellows, hospitals grind to a halt. With this in

mind, considering what is needed to function, the Colors providing this labor ought to

have comfortable lives with a degree of respect and fairness. Yet as reflected in the

novel, they live in a culture where Golds treat them as disposable.

The rebel group called the Sons of Ares, consisting mostly of Reds, aim to

highlight their treatment as unjust. To achieve this they plan to expose the lie that

Mars is still barren and that Reds can be changed into Golds and can be among the

best of them. This is in hopes that Reds will begin to question the unfairness of their

situation, seeing that if they are capable of being more, why shouldn’t they be given

the opportunity and push for change? This message, of course, can resonate and

shatter myths for all Colors because if the lowest Color can do it, so can anyone above.

The Sons of Ares attempt to highlight that they are all being mistreated by the ruling

class who benefit from their labor, with hopes that all Colors can unify against the

oppressive ideology. Which is already taking shape to a certain degree, just by

evidence of the Sons of Ares existence showing some of the lower classes are starting

to see the clear lines between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’. Even without the Sons of

Ares there is a growing discontentment, but unfortunately, as it usually is, it is the

lower classes that are the last to notice this exploitation of power at least to a larger

degree (Tyson 52). However, while the Reds were some of the last to notice how

unfair the system was, they were also the first to move towards a revolution when

they finally saw it happening. Likely because they have the least to lose and the most

to gain.

But it is not the first time Gold has met resistance; in fact they have dealt with

multiple resistance groups, civil wars and large scale conflicts. But one recent event in

the history of the Society is particularly damaging. Titled the Moon Rebellion, where

the colonized moons orbiting the gas giants, otherwise called the Outer Rim further

beyond Mars sought independence from Lunas government, Lunas political reach
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was coined as The Core Worlds. The sheer distance from the political center caused a

cultural divide as The Core got increasingly decadent and opulent while The Outer

Rim remained a society closer to the original conditions during the earlier period of

space colonization. But this war for independence was unsuccessful, leading to a

genocide and destruction of one of their moons, Rhea. One could argue this had

already broken Gold society in two, as Rhea became a symbol to the residents,

military and political power of The Outer Rim that none were exempt from the

oppressive forces, Gold nor Red. While Outer Rim society was not so different that

they regarded lower Colors too dissimilarly, it did not matter, what matters is that an

entire military apparatus shared in this discontent with the entire working class. This

being a warning, because before it was about independence likely more to do with

local governmant having better control if their resources, now it is about seeking

freedom from a political power willing to commit genocide. So upon our protagonist's

declaration that Gold's rule is at an end, setting off the building tension, allowing the

working class to begin to rise up against an oppressive military force they could not

hope to conquer alone, the Outer Rim became a key to the successful revolt as they

gave the uprising a standing military to help defeat loyalists and weaken Lunas grip

on the population. While the Moon Rebellion had acted as a sort of warning before, it

now instead acted as a call to arms.

The Gold society continued to underestimate the lower colors, which further

sealed their demise. The Outer Rim played a large part, but there is another factor

that puts Gold society at a disadvantage that they had not considered. The proletariat,

the lowColors and midColors, and their role in the uprising. This advantage of an

additional fighting force who knew better how things operate such as life support on

ships or electrical grids for cities allowed for new tactics to be used against a military

that was practiced at fighting other Golds, not free thinking Colors from across the

board who do not think like Golds. This, naturally, was something Golds are ill

equipped to deal with. Similarly to how the Marxist perspective looks at classism,

where the higher ups believe the lower classes to be lazy and irresponsible (Tyson

56-57). The Golds did not believe the Reds or any lower Color to have had the power

to start such a revolution, nor finish one, but they proved themselves capable enough

to exploit Golds reliance on that workforce and the loyalist Golds suffered for it.
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When injustice breeds discontent, that is when people want to see change.

They tire of the unjust ways they are being treated and if these problems are not

addressed it will push the proletariat to a breaking point. When material conditions

are bad enough that it's just as dangerous to do nothing than to push back. They see it

is now time for them to rise up, and if done successfully, a revolution will take place,

which is exactly what Marxist theory argues would eventually happen (Tyson 52). The

only real thing that stops a population at this point is a lack of direction thanks to

isolation, marginalization and a general fear of violence. The reason why the Sons of

Ares remain capable, is because of leadership and organisation, a structure of some

kind giving direction. This is why Darrow becomes such an important figurehead. Not

only a capable leader, but with him many of the pillars of Gold myth crumbles due to

the fact that Darrow is simply existing. He is a representation, a symbol to the lie of

Gold legitimacy, he lifts the veil of the perceived natural order and calls it to question.

Suddenly the Colors of the society can look and point to a Red made Gold, one who

graduated at their best institute and say “you lied, we can be the best among you and

here is proof”. No citizen, high or low, needs to read to interpret this. An effect like

this can ripple through any society, that if the absolute lowest in society can achieve

great things, perhaps a Pink or Green can finally consider that they could too. This

opens the question for the exploited classes to consider why they should endure such

an oppressive regime, why accept their role where they have perhaps only seen abuse,

only held together by the idea that it was natural for them to be where they are in life.

They are finally given someone to turn to, a representative of the oppressed who can

push back, provide instructions and call them to arms. Suddenly, all bets are off. At

which point the society is in a state of false peace, there is nothing that could be

considered militant, outside of the Sons of Ares of course but the populations are now

more critical of the society they are under, and if given the chance will be more

inspired and responsive to the idea of radical change. Thus improving the likelihood

that they will revolt.

Class consciousness with a representative promising direction is one thing,

having the means and support to rise against the regime is another. This comes in

many forms, as de Mesquita and Smith (40) say, oftentimes revolution gains

momentum when the current regime’s military turns against their leaders. This is the
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final nail in the coffin. It doesn’t have to be the whole military, but enough to have a

chance. This is where the divide cast by the genocide of Rhea reaches its breaking

point. The Moon Lords chose the side of the uprising, not because they liked Darrows

cause but because Darrow did not destroy a moon to keep them obedient.

Conclusion

By looking at the evidence of the ongoing treatment of the lower classes and even the

upper classes it is no surprise that it eventually led to a revolution. The Golds fell into

the trap of thinking that to be of the lower class is to be, essentially, less human,

therefore inhumane treatment became justified. Objectifying them as tools and

resources to use and discard leading to the belief that lower Colors are not intelligent

enough to notice injustices nor are they capable of acting on it. By keeping the lower

colors uneducated, Golds thought that they would remain on top of the hierarchy. But

as is evident, the truth about the state of things came out and the lower colors

decided to do something about it.

I wanted to find out if the Gold society was ripe for a revolution, and they were.

The Golds only have themselves to blame for this revolution. If the Gold regime had

considered changing their ways, perhaps improved material conditions and overall

treatment for the working classes when unrest occurred, making the lowColors feel

heard and valued enough to stay civil, including making their society fairer overall,

protests could have been avoided. If they had not neglected the working class for their

own agendas of gaining power amongst themselves. If they had not used state

sanctioned violence, such as using Greys as the target for Reds anger, those protests

would not escalate to revolution. Golds were not interested in change, the corrupted

system was enough for the people in charge to live comfortably regardless of who it

left behind. In many respects, that was their greatest fault that led to the working

class to revolt, the fact they met feedback with ignorant violence, thinking it would be

enough. As Marxist theory shows, the proletariat will one day realize the injustice

they have been put through, and revolt to create a classless system. In this case

enough people realized the situation that they were in to enact change.
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Whether the revolution succeeded in doing this is up for debate. This is very

much the goal of the second trilogy, where new injustices and class conflicts arise to

create new struggles for the new working class, refugees and the new upper class. As

Brown himself says “Death, begets death, begets death.” However this can be looked

into further in another paper.
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